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Discrimination between diﬀerent gases is an essential aspect for industrial and environmental applications
involving sensing and separation. Several classes of porous materials have been used in this context,
including zeolites and more recently MOFs. However, to reach high selectivities for the separation of gas
mixtures is a challenging task that often requires the understanding of the speciﬁc interactions
established between the porous framework and the gases. Here we propose an approach to obtain an
enhanced selectivity based on the use of compartmentalized coordination polymers, named CCP-1 and
CCP-2, which are crystalline materials comprising isolated discrete cavities. These compartmentalized
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materials are excellent candidates for the selective separation of CO2 from methane and nitrogen. A
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complete understanding of the sorption process is accomplished with the use of complementary
experimental techniques including X-ray diﬀraction, adsorption studies, inelastic- and quasi-elastic
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neutron scattering, magnetic measurements and molecular dynamics calculations.

Introduction
Eﬃcient separation of many light gases (H2, N2, O2, CO, NO,
CO2, CH4, and many others) is becoming increasingly important from energetic, biological, and environmental standpoints,
as is also the eﬀective capture of harmful gases such as H2S,
SO2, Cl2, CNCl, NH3, NOx, CO, C2H2, which are typical components of waste gases from industrial processes.1 Particularly
relevant processes of separation of mixtures of light gases
include CO2/N2 from exhaust emissions from power plants
(important to mitigate the growing level of atmospheric CO2),
acetylene/ethylene (both essential reagents for a range of
a
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chemical products and materials), ethylene/ethane (one of the
most important separation processes in the petrochemical
industry), CO/H2 (for fuel cells) or CO2/CH4 (major components
of biogas and natural gas), among others.
Gas sorption by zeolites and MOFs with high surface area
and large permanent porosity is well established,2 and therefore
they have successfully been applied for gas separation
processes.3,4 For example they have been postulated as alternatives for amine systems that are traditionally used for CO2
removal.5 Even more attractive are porous materials possessing
restricted guest-accessible pores in which permanent cavities
are inter-connected by small apertures in a long-range order,
since they oen provide improved selective separations.6,7
A diﬀerent approach consists on the use of interpenetrated
frameworks, which also result as an eﬀective solution for
enhancing selectivity despite the decrease in porosity.8,9 Typically, these materials are capable of discriminating between
diﬀerent guests based on their size, and even subtle changes in
the pore diameter can modify the selectivity.10 However, the
minor diﬀerence in sizes of many gases demands other
approaches towards enhancing the selectivity, for instance by
exploitation of electronic properties such as the quadrupole
moment and polarizability. These include ligand functionalization11,12 and insertion of cations,13,14 although the strategy
that is currently attracting more eﬀorts to enhance the gas
separation performance of MOFs consists on tuning the
binding interaction of the framework and the gas molecule.15–22
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Thus, introducing specic sites for hard binding of the gas
molecules, including generation of exposed metal sites within
the framework15–18 and functionalization of the pores with Lewis
basic sites,19,20 has been shown to increment the interaction of
specic molecules such as CO2 and hydrocarbons. However,
a high-energy cost is then required for the regeneration of the
material. This energy penalty has been recently overcome by
using supramolecular interactions that can be exploited for
selective sorption through the so binding of gases, thus
implying a lower energy.21,22
Herein we present a conceptually diﬀerent approach for
selective separation of diverse mixtures of gases with the
development of unconventional crystalline solids with periodically-organized discrete compartments for gas connement,
capable of interacting with gas molecules despite the absence of
large channels or permanent pores. Materials capable of
absorbing and orienting guest molecules through the use of
networked cages have been recently developed as a new strategy
for the determination of molecular structures otherwise
unachievable.23 We combine the concept of networked cages
with the presence of latent porosity24 to achieve a material that
selectively separates diﬀerent mixtures of gases, exploiting both
thermodynamic equilibrium and kinetic trapping in the same
material. Moreover, this chemical design enhances the interplay between the guests and the frameworks, as we have
previously shown, demonstrating that a specic physical property of the framework, in particular spin-crossover
phenomena,25 can be successfully modied through the incorporation of CO2 molecules.26,27 We provide now a deep understanding of the gas–framework interactions that has been
achieved through combination of X-ray diﬀraction, inelastic
neutron scattering and magnetic measurements, which have
been exploited not only to detect but also to evaluate the
strength of the adsorption. Additionally, a sorption mechanism
has been proposed based on quasi-elastic neutron scattering
data and molecular dynamics calculations. This multi-technique detailed analysis, complemented by experimental
adsorption data, has provided a clear assessment of the gas
sorption process in compartmentalized crystalline solids, thus
providing essential information for the development of these
solids.

Results and discussion
Crystal structure and characterization
The direct combination of the ligand btzx [btzx ¼ bistetrazole-pxylene] with an excess of Fe(ClO4)2$xH2O or Fe(BF4)2$6H2O
produces well-dened hexagonal crystals (edge length of ca. 2
mm and a thickness of ca. 500 nm) of [Fe(btzx)3](ClO4)2 (CCP-1)26
and [Fe(btzx)3](BF4)2 (CCP-2), respectively (CCP stands for
Compartmentalized Coordination Polymer). Both isostructural
compounds crystallize in the P63/m space group and are
composed of [Fe(btzx)3]2+ units that form regular cationic
chains that run parallel to the crystallographic c-axis (Fig. 1).
The syn conformation of the btzx ligands that connect neighboring FeII yields internal cavities with void volumes of 11.8%
(CCP-1) and 12.4% (CCP-2) of the unit cell (discrete voids of 132
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Fig. 1 (a) Partial crystal structure of the compartmentalized coordination polymers CCP-1 and CCP-2 emphasizing the internal cavities
(as yellow spheres) formed by the connection of iron(II) centres to
three bistetrazole-p-xylene ligands in syn conformation. Key: Fe,
orange; C, gray; N, blue; H, white; counteranions (ClO4 and BF4)
omitted for clarity. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
a microcrystal of CCP-1, showing the hexagonal morphology. (c) Each
individual void presents windows of dimensions 6.2  6.6 Å2. (d) Three
adjacent chains cause the blockage of the three void windows.

Å3 and 140 Å3, respectively), which contain no solvent molecules, as demonstrated by thermogravimetric (TGA) and
SQUEEZE analyses.28 These voids present three rectangular pore
windows with dimensions of 6.6  6.2 Å2, albeit close inspection of the crystal structure reveals the presence of a window-toarene arrangement with three adjacent chains resulting in their
blockage (see Fig. 1). Therefore, this arrangement causes the
absence of permanent channels in solids CCP-1 and CCP-2,
which can thus be best described as compartmentalized coordination polymers.
Gas sorption: thermodynamic and kinetic study
Single-component gas sorption isotherms serve to determine
the loading capacities of CCP-1 and CCP-2 towards each
diﬀerent gas in a thermodynamic equilibrium as well as their
possible preferentiality to specic gases. Fig. 2a shows the total
sorption uptake at 298 K for CO2, CO, N2, CH4, ethane (C2H6),
ethylene (C2H4), and acetylene (C2H2). It reveals that each void
of the structures is able to allocate circa a single molecule of
CO2, CH4, C2H4 and C2H2; on the contrary, C2H6, CO and N2
behave markedly diﬀerent and are not as eﬃciently sorbed, thus
suggesting a preferential sorption for certain gases. Quite
remarkable, it can be clearly observed from Fig. 2a that CCP-1
can absorb more CO2 than C2H2 at 100 kPa, which is contrary to
the common behaviour of most MOFs, that show a preferential
adsorption of C2H2 over CO2 under the same condition.29 The
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Fig. 2 (a) Gas adsorption isotherms at 298 K of CCP-1 (closed symbols) and CCP-2 (open symbols) of diﬀerent gases (lines correspond to the
best ﬁts). Data at other temperatures are shown in ESI.† (b) Kinetic sorption of CCP-1 for diﬀerent hydrocarbons and CO2, keeping a constant
pressure of 300 mbar at 298 K.

dense nature of compounds CCP-1 and CCP-2 resulting from
the lack of permanent pores causes a signicant volumetric gas
storage capacity (e.g. CO2 capacity of 29 cm3 cm3 volCO2/
volmaterial and 27 cm3 cm3 for CCP-1 and CCP-2, respectively),
which is of the same order as other archetypal MOF structures
(e.g. 28 cm3 cm3 for MIL-100,30 and 11 cm3 cm3 for MOF-5
(ref. 31)) at the same temperature and pressure (1 bar and 298
K). However, the chemical design of these compartmentalized
coordination polymers causes the trapping of the gas molecules
in the internal voids without using any specic directional
groups, neither covalent bonds (e.g. open metal sites) nor
supramolecular interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding), which are
typically introduced in the frameworks and are commonly
associated with the strength of the gas interaction with the
adsorbent. As a consequence, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption at zero surface coverage of the diﬀerent gas molecules in
compartmentalized coordination polymers CCP-1 and CCP-2 is
rather low, regardless of the chemical nature of the gas
(Qst(CO2) ¼ 20 kJ mol1; Qst(C2H2) ¼ 23 kJ mol1; Qst(CO) ¼ 11
kJ mol1). This has important implications in the energy cost
for regeneration of the material subsequent to saturation and
therefore gives a very high working capacity for adsorption–
desorption cycles, which is the most signicant aspect for gas
storage applications, as well as implies that heat management
during adsorption–desorption cycles will be easier than using
other MOF-based adsorbents. For example, functionalized
MOFs with alkylamines show enthalpies of adsorption as high
as 96 kJ mol1 and typically require temperatures in excess of
100  C to fully regenerate.32
Another relevant aspect in the study of selectivity relates to
the kinetic sorption due to the dissimilar diﬀusivity of diﬀerent
gases. Commonly, gas storage studies focus on equilibrium gas
adsorption, but adsorption dynamics and diﬀusion through the
structure are important characteristics that can be exploited for
separation processes.33,34 As a consequence of the lack of
permanent channels in compounds CCP-1 and CCP-2, an
enhanced kinetic selectivity is developed. In fact, the gas
isotherms at diﬀerent temperatures reveal the presence of
diﬀusion problems in certain gases (Fig. S5†), which prompted
us to examine the transport diﬀusion of CO2, CH4, C2H6 and
C2H4 (note that for chemical compatibility of the
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thermogravimetric instrument and safety issues, the transport
diﬀusion of C2H2 could not be examined, but is expected to be
analogous to that of CO2 as both gases have similar dimensions,
polarizabilities and quadrupolar moments, see Table S6†).
Fig. 2b shows the gravimetric evolution upon exposing
compound CCP-1 to 300 mbar of diﬀerent gases at 298 K. CO2 is
readily adsorbed, a behavior that is also expected for acetylene.
On the contrary, sorption of ethylene is more diﬃcult, which is
even slower in the case of ethane and methane. This trend could
be related with the diﬀerent molecular dimensions of the gases,
the decrease in the quadrupolar moment, the diﬀerent polarizability, or a combination of these physical properties (see
Table S6† for values). Nevertheless, this indicates a possible
method to separate mixtures of acetylene/ethylene/light hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, propane) by kinetic trapping.

Gas sorption: selectivity study
In addition to gas storage with low heat of adsorption, separation and purication processes need high selectivity for specic
species. Flexible MOFs working with a “gate opening” process,35
or pore expansion (“breathing eﬀect”),36 have shown their
importance in selective sorption, as only certain gases can open
the pores of the materials. However, once these molecules have
opened the path, other undesired species can diﬀuse into the
solid, thus dramatically diminishing the selectivity as has been
previously speculated,37 and therefore reducing its overall utility
for separation. Nevertheless, a recent example combines the
gate opening behaviour of the framework with the diﬀerent
electronic properties of gases to accomplish a preferential
adsorption of CO2 over C2H2, which is rarely observed.29
To have a more precise understanding on the gas separation
capacity of these CCPs, we have performed breakthrough
experiments under kinetic gas-ow conditions, imitating real
situations. Many examples in the literature base their gas
selective studies on the analysis of the isolated isotherms or
computer simulations using an Ideal Absorbed Solution Theory
(IAST). These methods are easier to carry out than performing
real gas mixture studies, but in many cases result inaccurate
due for instance to diﬃculties in the kinetic and thermodynamic gas sorption mechanisms, thus obtaining selectivities
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oen far from the real values. Gas mixture adsorption was
measured from breakthrough experiments on a column packed
with CCP-1, previously pelletized to avoid a high-pressure drop
over the column. Four diﬀerent compositions have been
analyzed for both CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 mixtures, by increasing
the CO2 concentration (5 : 95, 10 : 90, 20 : 80 and 50 : 50)
(Fig. S9 and S10†). Even though the low kinetics of CO2 sorption
by the system is evident with a gradual release of CO2 at early
stages, CCP-1 eﬀectively separates CO2 from N2 or CH4 in all
cases, with respective experimental selectivities (a) as high as 85
and 89, obtained via mass balance calculations for each
diﬀerent mixture composition (see ESI†). When the separation
factor is examined as a function of the feed fraction, it is
observed that the best separation capabilities are achieved at
low CO2 concentrations, with both methane and nitrogen as
competitors, as has also been previously reported for NH2-MIL101(Al).44 This trend is in agreement with the separation process
being controlled by kinetics, as a lower CO2 ux implies a longer
mass transfer in the column. These outstanding separation
performances surpass the values reported for other MOFs under
similar conditions determined by breakthrough experiments
(see Table 1), with the benet of CCP-1 being highly selective for
two diﬀerent mixtures, CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4. More interesting
conclusions arise from examination of the adsorbed gas phase
through mass spectrometry, which reveals the presence of
a highly enriched composition of CO2 regardless the composition of the injected mixture, demonstrating a signicantly
higher aﬃnity for CO2 than for N2 and CH4. As shown in Fig. 3,
the partition coeﬃcient (P) aer sorption of diﬀerent CO2 : N2
or CO2 : CH4 mixtures, dened as P ¼ (XCO2/YCO2)/(Xgas/Ygas),
have values in the range 30–50, which clearly enhances the
performances of other porous solids (see Table 2).

Table 1

Location and binding of gas molecules
In order to understand the adsorption process of these compartmentalized coordination polymers, we have combined
spectroscopic and diﬀraction experiments to unveil the interaction of the CO2 molecules with frameworks CCP-1 and CCP-2.
We combine Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) and Density
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations in order to perform a full
description of the experimental spectra. Firstly, we have been
able to successfully reproduce the experimental INS spectra of
bare CCP-1 using the aClimax soware51 with the fundamental
modes from the DFT calculations (Fig. 4a). A description of the
analysis of some fundamental modes can be found in the ESI.†
Fig. 4b shows the comparison of the INS spectra of bare CCP-1
and loaded with CO2 (top) with the H partial density of states,
gH(u), obtained from Ab initio Molecular Dynamics simulations, showing a good agreement with the experimental spectra.
The vibrational spectra of CCP-1 remains practically unchanged
upon CO2 sorption, with only some diﬀerences observed in the
intensity of some vibrational bands, but no changes in band
positions are observed. Thus, a minor interaction is observed
between the sorbed CO2 molecules and the framework, with
a small change in intensities in some vibrational bands. In order
to identify the contribution of the diﬀerent hydrogen atoms of
the vibrational spectra, we have analyzed the trajectories of the
diﬀerent H atoms, leading to the partial density of states of the
diﬀerent functional groups, gH(u), gH-phenyl(u), gH-methylene(u) and
gH-tetrazole(u), for the total contribution of all the H atoms in the
crystal, in the phenyl ring, of the methylene group and of the
tetrazole group respectively (Fig. S15†). It can be seen that the
larger changes upon CO2 sorption come from the contribution
of the methylene and tetrazole groups, although the interaction
is rather weak. INS has previously been shown to eﬀectively

Experimental selectivities (a) of selected MOFs obtained via mass balance calculations using data from breakthrough experiments
Selectivity (a)

Flow composition

Compound

CO2/N2

CO2/CH4

CO2 : N2

CO2 : CH4

Pressure (bar)

Ref.

CCP-1
CCP-1
CCP-1
CCP-1
CTF-1
CTF-1-600
FCTF-1
FCTF-1-600
SIFSIX-2-Cu-i
MOF508b
MOF-5
NH2-MIL-53
CPO-27-Ni
CPO-27-Co
CPO-27-Zn
STA-12-Ni
NH2-MIL-101 (Al)
MIL-53 (Cr)
MIL-53 (Al)
MIL-101 (Cr)

85
33
11
2
18
21
77
152
72
5
22
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

89
42
15
2
—
—
—
—
51
3
—
45
15
12
9
6
65
13
7
7.5

5 : 95
10 : 90
20 : 80
50 : 50
10 : 90
10 : 90
10 : 90
10 : 90
10 : 90
50 : 50
20 : 80
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

5 : 95
10 : 90
20 : 80
50 : 50
—
—
—
—
50 : 50
50 : 50
—
50 : 50
50 : 50
50 : 50
50 : 50
50 : 50
15 : 85
25 : 75
30 : 70
30 : 70

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4/1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

This work
This work
This work
This work
38
38
38
38
39
40
41
42
43
43
43
43
44
45
46
44
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Enrichment of the CO2 component after gas separation experiments obtained by ﬂowing diﬀerent mixtures of CO2/N2 (top) and CO2/CH4
(bottom) at 298 K. Gas compositions determined by gas chromatography.
Fig. 3

determine the changes in a hydroxyl group of a MOF caused by
CO2 sorption,52 thus allowing an indirect observation of the
binding mechanism. In that study, Yang, Schröder and coworkers observed two major increases in peak intensity upon
CO2 sorption, which were rationalized by DFT calculations to
correspond to changes in the O–H and the aromatic C–H groups
caused by interactions with the nucleophilic oxygen atom of the
gas molecule. Very diﬀerently, we have succeeded to observe the
scattering of the adsorbed CO2 molecules despite their small
scattering cross-section. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the rst time that the neutron vibrational spectrum of adsorbed
CO2 in a MOF has been measured. Specically, we unambiguously observe an increase in band intensity at 650 cm1 (81
meV) upon CO2 sorption, which is the only change observed in
the 500–800 cm1 region (Fig. 4c). This band corresponds to the
bending of the CO2 molecule and, as observed in Fig. 4c, can be

Table 2

clearly assigned despite the neutron spectra being mainly
dominated by the vibrational bands of the framework.
Additionally, the presence of ordered cavities in compartmentalized extended systems can structurally control the positioning of gases without the need of directional interactions. As
a result, the included guests are regularly located, enabling the
crystallographic analysis of the accommodated gases and thus
allowing the direct visualization of these molecules inside the
cavities. This contrasts with the common situation encountered
in porous coordination networks, where guests are severely
disordered and are rarely observed by X-ray analysis.53 Therefore, we have proceeded to the in situ structural determination
of both CCP-1 and CCP-2 under 6 bar of CO2, ethylene (C2H4)
and methane (CH4), using synchrotron X-ray powder diﬀraction
data (Fig. 5). Upon activation of the material, no residual electron density is observed within the voids (see Fig. S4†). The
increase of gas pressure produces the appearance of electron

Experimental selectivities of selected MOFs obtained by experimental determination of adsorbed compositions
Partition coeﬃcient (P)

Flow composition

Compound

CO2/N2

CO2/CH4

CO2 : N2

CO2 : CH4

Pressure (bar)

Ref.

CCP-1
CCP-1
CCP-1
CCP-1
Cu-BTC
Ni-MOF-74
UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2
CID-3

35
38
36
49
—
38
56
39

47
41
36
32
6
—
—
—

5 : 95
10 : 90
20 : 80
50 : 50
—
15 : 85
15 : 85
1 : 99

5 : 95
10 : 90
20 : 80
50 : 50
25 : 75
—
—
—

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
30

This work
This work
This work
This work
47
48
49
50
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(a) Comparison of the experimental (top) and the calculated (bottom) INS spectra for bare CCP-1 obtained with the software aClimax51
including the fundamental frequencies and the ﬁrst overtones. (b) Comparison of the experimental INS spectra (top) and hydrogen partial density
of states, gH(u), obtained from Ab initio Molecular Dynamics simulations (AIMD) (bottom) for bare CCP-1 (in black) and CCP-1 loaded with CO2 (in
red). (c) Diﬀerence plot for experimental INS spectra CCP-1 loaded with CO2 and bare CCP-1, and that of solid CO2.
Fig. 4

density in the internal cavities. This has been analyzed using
the Rietveld method, rening the occupancy of the gas molecules (CO2, C2H4 or CH4) introduced as rigid bodies with
a constrained thermal parameter. The counterions (ClO4 and
BF4) remain in all cases in the same position, not being
inuenced by the sorption process.
In all cases the gas molecules are disordered over six
symmetry related positions, with a total rened occupancy that
is close to the calculated loading from the adsorption isotherms
(see Table 3). Although all the structures present the gas
molecules located inside the internal voids, the gas–framework
interaction diﬀers on the three gases. Thus, the CO2 interacts
with the cationic framework in an end-on mode through the
nucleophilic oxygen atom, with a O]C]O(d)/pN–N distances
of 2.500 Å for CO2@CCP-1 and 2.778 Å in CO2@CCP-2. No
interaction is found between the framework and the electrophilic carbon atom, possibly due either to the cationic nature of

the framework or to the constrained space of the void, or to
a combination of both. The C2H4 forms C–H/pN–N hydrogen
bonds with the frameworks, with C–H/pN–N distances of 2.684
and 2.677 Å for C2H4@CCP-1 and C2H4@CCP-2, respectively.
Finally, the adsorbed CH4 molecules form C–H/pN–N distances
of 2.661 and 2.781 Å for CH4@CCP-1 and CH4@CCP-2,
respectively.
Further comprehension of the strength of the gas–framework interaction has been achieved by analyzing the eﬀects of
the adsorbed molecules in the magnetic and chromatic
thermal-induced spin transition exhibited by CCP-1 and CCP-2.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements performed on polycrystalline powders of CCP-1 and CCP-2 show that both
compounds unequivocally display a complete spin transition
from the high-spin (HS) to the low-spin (LS) state centered at
200 K, which is not aﬀected by the choice of the counteranion.
The magnetic response of compounds CCP-1 and CCP-2 upon

Fig. 5 Crystal structures of CCP-1/CCP-2 loaded with CO2 (a), C2H4 (b) and CH4 (c), showing the interactions between the gas molecules and
the framework as dashed lines. The symmetry-related gas molecules are colored diﬀerently showing the positional disorder of the CO2 (d), C2H4
(e) and CH4 (f) molecules. Anions have been omitted for clarity. Colors of the framework: Fe, orange; C, gray; N, blue; O, red.
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Table 3 Reﬁned occupancies of gas molecules of gas-loaded structures at 295 K and 6 bar

CCP-1
CCP-2

CO2

C2H4

CH4

1.123(7)
1.044(10)

0.818(8)
0.899(14)

0.78(3)
0.84(3)

causes an enhanced cooperativity between the metal centers
(i.e. a large increase in the thermal hysteresis), likely mediated
by the presence of gas molecules in the voids. Still, the slow
diﬀusion of this gas makes the study of the adsorption isotherm
unfeasible.
Diﬀusion mechanism

exposure to diﬀerent gases is presented in Fig. 6. Although
reversible changes in the transition temperature are
uncommon in non-porous spin-crossover materials,26,27,54–56
these two analogous compounds display similar gas-responsive
behavior, which can be related to the gas–framework
interaction.
Loading of CO2 gas molecules onto CCP-1 and CCP-2 induces
an increase of the T1/2 in both systems, i.e. physisorption of CO2
gas molecules into the cavities of the two frameworks serve to
stabilize the LS state (Fig. 6a and b). This modication in the
transition temperature depends on the number of CO2 molecules incorporated in the framework cavities, which has been
proved in a dual manner. A partial loading of pure CO2 (Fig. 6c),
or the use of diﬀerent dilutions with N2 (Fig. 6d) causes in all
cases a partial increase that is related only to the amount of CO2
that is adsorbed. The sorption of a gas with opposed quadrupolar moment to CO2, e.g. ethylene, causes the opposite
response from the framework, i.e. a small reduction in the
transition temperature, whereas methane, ethane and CO do
not aﬀect the transition temperature (Fig. 6e–i). This provides
important information regarding the gas–framework interaction. Whereas the gas–framework interaction is strong and
moderate for CO2 and ethylene, respectively, methane molecules interact very weakly with the framework once inside the
voids, despite the gas/framework distance being similar than
in the case of ethylene. This can be ascribed to the diﬀerent
quadrupolar moment of the gases, which is in the order CO2 >
C2H4 > CH4 (see Table S6†). Remarkably, propane inclusion

Given the lack of permanent channels in compounds CCP-1 and
CCP-2, the most plausible mechanism for gas sorption consists
in the rotation of the phenyl rings of the btzx ligands, which
block the access to the cavity. In order to gain insight on the
mechanistic aspects of the gas sorption, we have combined
Quasielastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) experiments with
Molecular Dynamics simulations. QENS is oen used to probe
the diﬀusion dynamics of molecules incorporated in porous
materials. However, in this case we have used this technique in
a diﬀerent way, aiming at probing the dynamics in the framework, i.e. the change in orientation of the aromatic rings, which
would be at the origin of the mechanism of diﬀusion. QENS is
highly sensitive to the movement of hydrogen atoms and,
therefore, perfectly suited to probe the existence of rotating
aromatic rings,57 especially given the tiny cross section of C and
O. Upon sorption of the gas, the presence of the CO2 molecules
is expected to interfere with the rotation of the phenyl rings,
causing a clear change of the QENS signal. However, the
experimental data do not show signicant changes upon sorption. The presence of the gas in the compartments is evidenced
by the decrease in intensity of some of the Bragg peaks due to
the reduction in contrast with respect to the framework
(Fig. S17†). Furthermore, some minor additional intensity in
the range 0.5 meV can also be detected, and could be related
to a fast diﬀusion of CO2 into the solid. However, as the scattering contribution from CO2 represents at best only 0.5% of the
total scattering signal, no clear conclusions can be obtained
based solely on these data (Fig. 7a). In the same way, the elastic

Fig. 6 (a and b) Temperature dependence of the high spin fraction (gHS) for CCP-1 and CCP-2 before and after CO2 inclusion; as-synthesized
CCP-1 and CCP-2 shown in grey and loaded with 1 bar of CO2 shown in orange. (c and d) Detailed view of the spin transition region of CCP-1
upon partial loading of CO2 and using diﬀerent dilutions with N2. (e–i) Detailed view of the spin transition region of CCP-1 upon loading with
diﬀerent gases: methane, ethane, propane, ethylene and CO. The spin transition of the activated material is shown in grey in each case for
comparison.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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incoherent structure factor (EISF), which can be used as
a measure of the delocalization of the scatterers,58 remains
practically unchanged upon CO2 sorption and indicates the
absence of appreciable rotational motion of the phenyl rings in
both the bare and loaded systems (Fig. S16†). These counterintuitive results have been unveiled by atomistic molecular
dynamics techniques. Using a modied version of the Universal
Force Field,59 we have been able to describe the dynamics of CO2
penetration in the internal cavities. Thus, when the compartmentalized coordination polymer is completely empty and a low
CO2 pressure is applied, gas molecules start to ll the voids.
Then, an increase of pressure causes the eventual presence of
two CO2 molecules in the same cavity, which augments the
energy of the system, thus producing a migration of one of these
molecules to an adjacent empty void (see Fig. 7b and ESI Movie
S1†). Molecular dynamics calculations show that this movement of migration of CO2 molecules from one cavity to another
is very slow, and can be explained by a gate opening mechanism
of the phenyl rings (Fig. 7c), which only takes place to allow the
transition of the gas molecules. Therefore, although this fast
movement lies within the time scale of QENS, only some phenyl
rings rotate at any specic moment, the vast majority of the
rings remaining static. Thus, the probability of experimentally
detecting the movement of the phenyl ring during the process
of migration is minute, which is in agreement with the observations of QENS.

Edge Article

Conclusions
The presence of discrete compartments interconnected by
dynamic apertures has a strong inuence for the discrimination
of very similar species, which relies in the diﬀerent possible
mechanisms towards selective sorption. These are based either
on thermodynamic equilibrium or kinetic conditions, both of
which have been examined with the use of an ample range of
experimental techniques complemented by theoretical calculations. This multi-technique analysis has revealed that the
peculiar structural arrangement found in CCP-1 and CCP-2
results not only in an extremely high selective sorption of CO2 in
the presence of N2 or CH4, as experimentally shown by breakthrough experiments with a and P values as high as 89 and 49,
respectively, but also in the possibility of kinetic separation of
ethane/ethylene/acetylene. Synchrotron powder X-ray diﬀraction has been used to unveil the location of the gas molecules
(CO2, CH4 and C2H4) in the interior of the pores and their
binding modes with the framework. Taking advantage of the
magnetic properties of CCP-1 and CCP-2, which present spincrossover phenomena, the strength of the interaction between
the gas molecules and the framework has been elucidated
through the eﬀects exerted in the transition temperature. The
strongest response has been found for CO2, which has been
evaluated in detail with inelastic neutron scattering and quasielastic neutron scattering, revealing the mechanism of entrance

Fig. 7 (a) QENS spectra for bare CCP-1 and CCP-1 loaded with CO2 at 300 K (top) and in situ measurement during CO2 loading (bottom). (b)
Energetic scheme corresponding to the diﬀusion of CO2 through CCP-1. ‘X’ is the cavity corresponding to the minimum energy and ‘Y’ is a higher
energy location. When two CO2 molecules ﬁll the ‘X’ cavity, their energy in the cavity increases, activating the diﬀusion. (c) Interphenyl distance
showing the gate opening mechanism in CCP-1 during the 600 ps molecular dynamics calculation where the intercavity transition of a CO2
molecule can be observed. The H–H distance corresponds to atoms of adjacent chains, which have been selected according to the scheme in
Fig. S22.† The times at which the two steps of the intercavity migration occurs are clearly observed at ca. 150 and 275 ps, and correspond to the
transitions X / Y and Y / X of b. The total duration of the migration can be estimated in ca. 135 ps.
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of these molecules. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations have served to rationalize the experimental ndings. A fast
movement of the benzyl rings allows the passing of the CO2
molecules from void to void via a transition state that is located
in the intervoid region.
The present results pave the way for the design of further
compartmentalized coordination polymers with enhanced
sorption capabilities while maintaining the high selectivity
demonstrated by CCP-1 and CCP-2. Typically, MOFs materials
possess either thermodynamic selective sorption or kinetic
selectivity, while the coordination polymer here presented
represents a unique example showing both types of selectivity.
Additionally, this approach permits the isolation of specic
molecules within a conned space, thus allowing a detailed
study of individual molecules in the absence of self-interactions. This situation is similar to that encountered in the
encapsulation of small molecules in fullerene cages.60 Still,
compartmentalized coordination polymers oﬀer the advantage
that the size of these compartments can be tuned and larger
species can therefore be encapsulated.

Chemical Science

adsorption isotherms and kinetic measurements were performed in an IGA-3 gravimetric analyser (Hiden Isochema).
Approximately, 50 mg of sample were placed in the balance.
Before each adsorption experiment, the sample was outgassed
at 423 K under a nal pressure of 105 Pa during four hours.
Breakthrough experiments were performed in a home-made
instrument (details in ESI†) using 1.2375 g of sample previously
pelletized. Prior to the breakthrough experiments, the adsorbent was activated at 353 K in 40 mL min1 of helium for two
hours.
Magnetic measurements
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out with
a Quantum Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID susceptometer. The
susceptibility data were all collected at 1 K min1, with an
applied eld of 0.1 T. Measurements of the gas loaded systems
were performed by sealing a glass tube with 10 mg of CCP-1 and
CCP-2 and a known amount of the gas (CO2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4,
CO, propane, N2, N2/CO2) or aer heating a loaded sample to
remove the CO2 molecules.

Experimental
Synthesis
CCP-1 and CCP-2 were prepared in high yields as single-phase
crystalline materials adapting a previously described methodology.26 Alternative synthesis using microwaves has been
successfully applied (see ESI†).
Crystal data for CCP-2
[Fe(C10H10N8)3](BF4)2. Colorless hexagonal plate. Space group
P63/m, Z ¼ 2, M ¼ 956.25. HS: T ¼ 240(2) K, a ¼ b ¼ 10.4852(10)
Å, c ¼ 23.308(3) Å, V ¼ 2219.2(5) Å3. R1 ¼ 0.1085 and wR2 ¼
0.3038. LS: T ¼ 120(2) K, a ¼ b ¼ 10.3690(5) Å, c ¼ 22.9628(15) Å,
V ¼ 2138.1(2) Å3. R1 ¼ 0.1090 and wR2 ¼ 0.2978.
Crystal data for gas loaded materials
Data was collected on beamline BL04-MSPD at ALBA Synchrotron, Spain, using l ¼ 0.799332 Å and a Mythen detector
comprising 6 modules. The samples were pumped for ca. 30
minutes, aer which the gas pressure was increased to 6 bar.
The capillaries were allowed for 30 minute stabilization before
data collection at 295 K. The nal Rietveld plots correspond to
satisfactory crystal structure models converging to Rwp ¼
0.0214, gof ¼ 2.183 in CO2@CCP-1, Rwp ¼ 0.0162, gof ¼ 1.919 in
C2H4@CCP-1, Rwp ¼ 0.0107, gof ¼ 1.285 in CH4@CCP-1, Rwp ¼
0.0313, gof ¼ 3.271 in CO2@CCP-2, Rwp ¼ 0.0357, gof ¼ 3.738 in
C2H4@CCP-2, and Rwp ¼ 0.0329, gof ¼ 3.442 in CH4@CCP-2.
Details on the renement are given in the ESI.†
Gas sorption
High-resolution isotherms were measured at a series of
temperatures in a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 volumetric instrument using approximately 150 mg of sample as a powder. Prior
to adsorption experiments, the sample was outgassed at 423 K
for 6 hours under turbomolecular high vacuum. High-pressure

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Inelastic neutron scattering
The INS spectra were measured at 5 K in the range of energy
transfers from 16 to 4000 cm1 with and energy resolution of
DE/E z 2% using LAGRANGE, the neutron vibrational spectrometer installed at the hot source of the high-ux reactor at
the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France). The background spectrum from the cryostat and an empty sample holder
was measured separately and then subtracted from the raw INS
spectrum of the sample. Data sets were then normalized for
monitor counts and corrected for empty cell. The sample was
placed in an Al cell connected to the gas injection stick. The
aluminum cell was placed inside a cryostat allowing a precise
temperature control.
DFT calculations
The theoretical vibrational spectra were calculated using the
direct method on the basis of rst-principles calculations.
Calculations of the relaxed structure of a unit cell consisting in
200 atoms and the eigen modes, obtained from the dynamical
matrix, were calculated by using the DMol3 ab initio simulation
package in Materials Studio soware package.61 The electron
exchange and correlation are treated within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) form.62 Experimental lattice parameters were xed in the
calculation to the experimental ones and only the atomic
positions were relaxed. All electronic functions were calculated
at the G-point.
The vibrational spectra is calculated from the partial density
of states, gi(u), of the diﬀerent atomic species:
X
VDOSðuÞ z
gi ðuÞ. In the case of this study, due to the
i

predominant ratio sH/MH of hydrogen, the measured
spectrum is essentially gH(u), the partial vibrational density of
states (p-VDOS) of H.
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Quasielastic neutron scattering
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